
Inquiry for gold extremely increasing ; the supply of gold from 
refineries  has stopped

26th March 2020, Prague  - The inquiry  for precious metals is extremely increasing  in reaction to  the current 

world situation. On the other side, offers of  physical gold stopped in reaction to  the reduction of refinery 

operations.

In the past few days, the European inquiry for physical gold and silver was allocated to our company. Because we 

had available stocks of both investment metals we continued to ship these metals.

There was an extremely high inquiry for physical gold due to the  fear of a sharp decrease  in the economy following  

the COVID-19 crisis, which caused the closure of the swiss refineries. This situation has caused us to stop all 

shipping of new fixation gold and silver investment ingots and coins starting today.

This situation does not effect the payments and price fixation of metal for customers. 

We will start shipping after the recovery of production and the delivery of goods from the refinery PAMP.
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For more information contact:

About IBIS InGold

IBIS InGold is a leading gold and silver trading broker. It has been active on the market for over 20 years. It is a 

European leader in savings plans investing in gold and silver. Simple and flexible savings plan, known as iiplan®, with 

contributions as low as EUR 4 per month is available to the public.

The company is directly linked to the Swiss PAMP refinery. This allows IBIS InGold to provide its customers with the 

best service during buying, as well as when selling off the purchased investment metals. Another advantage is the 

unique possibility of verifying the origins and authenticity of the investment gold using the VERISCAN™ technology.

The customers are guaranteed that they are the first owners of the purchased ingots and coins and they can rely  

on the company to repurchase the investment coins and ingots they are selling. The funds are transferred to the 

client‘s account within 48 hours of the confirmation of the binding purchase price. Together with the purchase price 

of the metal, clients can also enjoy repurchase bonuses. 

With their savings, clients can also use a free deposit of their ingots and coins. IBIS InGold has been tested by more 

than 35,000 customers.

https://www.facebook.com/IBISInGold/
https://twitter.com/IBIS_InGold?lang=cs
https://www.instagram.com/ibisingold/
https://www.youtube.com/user/dozlata

